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r 1 John Weis is busy fixin' up cabs 3 and 4, adding a schematic to it, 
relocating the switch machine switches into the schematic, getting correct 

^P* and complete lableing onto it, and it now looks like I'm gonna be able to get 
v a train through this part of the railroad without too much fumbling. If I can't, 

its gonna be all my fault from here on and I won't be able to say much. From 
is*̂  me, at least, thanks John. 

ftfw™\ 
Naff and Deka got the rest of the switch machines in at the bayshore area, 

one week ahead of Jeffery's schedule/and according to the same schedule are 
to finish installing the switch machines in the passenger terminal throat which 
are already in and the next switch machines scheduled to be installed are 
replacements in the west end of RDY the first 2 weeks in September, but Hill 
and Devaney have the Fxeight Yard Panel rewired and ready for rotarys 2 
weeks ahead of schedule and it looks like if Hill, Qevaney, Naff and Deka 
keep moving at the present rate we could complete all the work that's been 
scheduled for the Freight Yard panel by next operating night that was 
calculated to be complete by mid September. Why not? Then after that, 
getting the Passenger Terminal all fixed up for the next operatin session 
should be a push-over and that will be a whole operatin session ahead of 
schedule. Hope the money can keep up with us. 

Met Jefferys under the table and caught him wireing up the bayshore 
machines and he's figuring on having that all wired by the next operatin 
session. He grabbed Nbnxc to help run the feeders down from the cabs and so 
thats all in. 

Had a sudden meeting called and upon entry to the Club Room everybody 
started singin "Happy Birthday" and there was a train runin' .acrossa cake and 
upon closer examination on the cake it said "Bob" and then rememberin' what 
I'm always tryin not to remember, I remembered its about time again for me 
and then sure enough it was all for me. My Railette, Barbara, done it again. 
Got a cake, ice cream and got Van to sneak it in, Eddie was there helpin and 
getting a picture of it all. What can a guy say after that, except thanks. 
Extras like that sure help a lot, somehow. Got a couple of tapes for my car 
too. "Steam in the 60's - Volume 1 and Ghost Train. Them steam engines sure 
tear me all up on stero. If you want to hear 'em let me know. When I'm there 
so's the car and you're welcome anytime. 

Lorin and Joe spent the evening together talkin up a scenery storm, did a 
little doin' too, down at the west freight yard throat gettin ready for the trolly 
bridge thats goin in there. 
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Lorin, Van, Deka and Les got the Deka Industrial Plan pretty well 
established and al l of that is perkin' along. Lorin did a sketch of it and 
i ts layin over there . Take a look , . . s e e . Our complex get more complex 
all the t ime. 

Hill lettered up the Coach Yard Panel and this is great . Anyone can now 
tel l immediately how to run the panel without any instruction whatsoever . I 
hope that every panel we build gets this same at tention. It can ' t help but 
make the trains run bet ter . Hope the Power Panel in the CTC room gets 
lettered up oreday soon, I s t i l l can ' t go in there and get the switch machine 
power going without trying two or three combinations. Can you? 

Facko is start in to fix up the tracks and pits and platforms for the Diesi l 
House so h e ' s got somethin cookin in his mind over the re . 

There have been a number of Bad Order Slips written lately and department 
heads should be keeping and eye on their "box" and keep these worked off. 
Everyone should a l so be writing them up as they find things wrong. We should 
depend on this system for our maintenance rather than to expect the Superintendent 
to init iate everything. . . l ighten his l oad . . .keep him free for bigger and better 
th ings . 

I wound up with the duty of figureing out the vacuum cleaner d e a l . So I did. 
And heres what I d id . I rounded up all the vacuums and found 4 under the tab le . 
Figured al l we needed was the l i t t le hand job and the bes t of the other three. 
So I evaluated them one by one after cleaning up the air systems thus: 

1. The Black and Deker. 5 amps. Good vacuum. Highest volume of a l l . 
No a t tachments . Shabby appearance. Cas ters bent . Tips over when 
pulled by hose . No bag required. 

2. Sears Kenmore. 5.7 amps. Good vacuum. Fair volumn. Noisy. Requires 
b a g s . Has C a s t e r s . Comes along good when pulled by the h o s e . Has 
a t tachments . Has tray to store a t tachments . 

3 . Universal . No amps Specified. Best built of the 3 . Good Vacuum. Fair 
volumn. Quiet . Requires bags but they are open ended and can be emptied 
and reused . Has a t tachments . No c a s t e r s . No attachment t ray. 

So, because the Sears machine seemed to be good enough and because it has 
cas te rs and a storage tray it looked like the handiest one to have even though 
disposable bags are required. We shouldn't use it to pick up large quanti t ies 
of saw dust or other things which can just as easi ly be swept or picked up 
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another way. Spare bags will be kept in the cabinet under the shop sink and 
are on our supplies inventory list which is all a part of our new' Share and 

Sihare ftlike Building fflaintenanceSystem to be announced soon. (Oh boy, wait'11 
you see this one'J The other two vacuums are stored in the caboose and we 
can use probably the Universal machine first if the Sears rig ever konks out. 
And thats two wild rangy things out from under the table. 

Facko and Naff met Friday nite to bring our operation goals up to date 
that we prepared a year ago, to work Jefferys schedule into it and get the 
order of work all planned out so that everyone will be swinging together as 
a team to arrive at the earliest operation of new things one at a time in proper 
sequence. 

These new up to date goals are included with this issue of the Spur and each and 
everyone should pretty much be able to tell where he should be putting his 
effort to make it all come out accordingly. Van, of course, will be steering 
so after reading these new goals, and after making sure where you fit into 
it all according to our work organization chart on the blackboard, there's 
any doubt in your mind as to where to put your time, see him. 
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